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THE TOPOGRAPHY OF CERTAIN PI-IONETIC 

AND MORPHOLOGICAL C ARACTERlSTICS 

OF SOUTH EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES 

EUGfiNIE J. A. HENDERSON 

In the deliberations of the study gro’lap that was the forerunner of the 
present conference one of the matters that arose upon which there 
appeared to be the most widespread agreement was the need for more 
typological studies at all levels - phonological, morphological, syntactic 
and iexicai - of the languages of the Indo-Pacific area. Warnings th 
such studies should in the first instance be carried out without regard to 
their correlation with accepted genetic groupings were sounded by several 
scholars (Robins, Uhlenbcck), but hopes were expressed by others (e.g. 
Shorto, Simmonds, Egerod) that it would prove possible ultimately to 
effect a connection between typological and historico-genetic statements. 
In view of such general interest it is perhaps disappointin 
surprising to those familiar with the difficulties), that there should be so 
few ‘pure’ t qpological studies among the contributions to this conference. . 

Typological material there is, however, in plenty, used sometimes as a 
means of inferring sub-groups within larger groups of languages whose 
genetic relationship is hardly to be dlisputed, and sometimes, more 
controversially perhaps, as ancillary evidence of genetic relationship 
alongside the more orthodox evidence supplied by regular correspondences 
in basic vocabulary. It is clear that many scholars are still not inclined 
to take too seriously Robins’ warning that ‘inference from one type of 
comparison to the other are not necessarily valid’ and that ‘it is illicit to 
exploit the criteria applicable to synchronic comparison to produce or 
even to buttress historical genetic groupings”. l) 

It is the paucity SCI far of studies in the present collection devot.ed to 
typological treatment for its own sake that prompted me to put together 
the present paper. The time limits within which the materials had to be 
assembled m&ant that by no means all relevant authorities were consulted, 

l) R. H. Robins, ‘Linguistic comparison’, LCSEAP, 9-10. 
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and it is my sincere that criticisms, correcGons and additions will 
be brthcoming from participant% to the confkrence and from other 

5 of the area has been as a 
thcrofore been primarily with 
historical hypotheses. in the 
man> years into the present 

rammaticsl structure of a variety of languages on the 
st Asian main &and, my attention hiis, however, inescapably 

n drain to a number 0 tures which suggest themselves as character- 
af the arca, or of s eas within the larger area. The extent to 

which such characteristics coincide tavith or zro$s accepted language- 
family boundaries and the conclusions to be drawn from such coincidences 
or crossings are matters a’ am content to leave to my historically orientated 
cokgues to decide. It is my purpose here merely to suggest what 

s to be done in the way of synchronic ch)mparison before reliance 
placed upon statements as to what features can or can not be 

borrowed from one Ianguage to another, or upan the theoretical acpsump- 
tion that some features (e.g. grammatical) are less subject to change and 
less tikely to be borrowed than others (e.g. phonetic). 

Among the features which hav;: suggested themselves as typologically 
characteristic of a South East Asian linguistic area, or of smaller areas 

*) 1 particularly regret and apologize for inability to take into account more than a 
fractistl of the wealth of material new to me that has been incorporated in the othe: 
pawrs to the conference, as for example in those of Li, N’S, 1, Morse, ILLS, 2, 
Constantine, XPLS, 2, Lopez, IPLS, 1-2. Time and space have also pre’. znted me 
from including relevant data from the large amount of unpublished but invaluable 
firsthand lesser known langua s of Burma recently made available 
to me by Lute, and from the int sting recent work on typology in the 
area by scholxs, notably V. 1M. Solntsev : “Typological Characteristics of 
fsolatk,7g S’ (paper submitted to the 26th ht. Car-igr. Orient., Delhi, 1964, 
and two papers contained in: Languages of China and South East Ash, Moscow, I963 : 
Solntsev, Rozhdestvenskiy et al., ‘Some general features of Sino-Tibetan and typo- 
logically close South East Asian Languages’, and I’. h.Gorgonw, “The position of 
Khme; amongst the languages of South East Asia’. 

I have, however, taken advantage: of the kindness of Professor Egerod in supplying 
me with an advance copy of an article on Atayal phonology still in the press, to fill in 
tentalively the Atayd square in my maps. In the course of the conference further 
information was also received from the following: R. T,. Phillips of Cornell, via R. B. 
Jones (Mnong Bunar, HrWedang, Vietnamese etc.); L. C. Thompson (Vietnamese) ; 

I.Dyen (Javanese); G.Condominas (Mnong Gar, Bahtlar); A. Haudricour t (New 
Caledonian). 
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within it, and in some instances of larger areas in which the South East 
Asian linguistic areZL might be included, are the following: 

1. T’he presence or absence of ‘tone’, anJ its correlation with (a) initial 
consonants, (b) vowel quality, (c) vowel quantity, (d) final consonants, 
(e) phonation-type, and (f) its use for grammatical, as opposed to lexical, 
purposes. 

2. The presence or abser~ce of VegisreP) and its correlation wi+h 
(a) initial consonants, (t) phonation-type, (c) pitch; 

3. Initial conswunt patterns and their distribution, with special reference 
to the use made of (a) aspiration distinctions, (b) the voice/voiceless 
distinction (or alternatively the fortis/lenis distinction), (c) retroflexion, 
(d) ‘preglottalization’, (e) ‘prenasalization’, (f) the distincti between 51 
velar ;!nd uvullar series of initial consonants, (g) the various initia1 
fricative patterns, (h) the various initial nasal patterns, (j) initial clustering 
patterns (this latter inextricabiy bound up with syllabification patterns - 
see below); (k) the grammatical use made of any of these. 

4. Syiiab@xztion patterns, i.e. the comparative structures of ‘tonic’ and 
pre-tonic or post-tonic syllables, Q:* 9~ajor’ and ‘minor’ syllables,q) and 
the permitted combinations of these. Of particular interest here are the 
relations of the various initial clustering patterns to the restrictions in the 
permitted initia1s lof pre-tonic syllatles as against those of tonic syllables, 
and to the permitted sequences of pre-tonic and tonic initial consonants, 
These seem to me to be of prime importance to the understanding of the 
phonological structure of syllables and ‘words’ in the area, though the 
only attempt at a detailied analysis along these lines so far appears to be 
that by Uhlenbeck for .Javanese.5) Linked to the study of syllabification 
patterns is that of affixation, i.e. the grammatical use of pre- and post- 
tonic minor syllables, whether as prefixes, infixes or suffixes. 

5. P’ow~/ systems with special reference to (a) the incidence and distri- 
-.- 

$1 For the term ‘register’, see Eugenic J. A. Henderson, ‘The main features of 
Cambodian pronunciation’, BSOAS, 14, 1, 1952. In that paper ‘voice quality’ is 
~~~rneci ws the salient phonetic characteristic of ‘register’. In a fo:-rhcoming book on 
general phonet its Professor David Abercrombie of Edi nburgh accepts ‘register’ as an 
itppropriate phonological term but suggests that ‘phonation-type’ is a more suitable 
term for its phonetic realization, thus reserving the expression ‘voice quality’ for more 
general use. This seems to me a valid and useful disti’nction and one which 1 have 
accordingly adopted in this paper. 

“) For the terms ‘major’ and ‘minor’ syllable, see Henderson op. cit., and H.L. 
Shorto, ‘Word and syllable patterns in Palaung’, BSOAS, 23, 3, 1960. 

“1 E. M. Uhlenbeck, De structuur van het Javaanse morpheem (V RG, 78), Bandoeng, . 
Ir 949. 
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bution of back unrounded vowels, (b) the vowel length distinction, 
(c) diphthong patterns, (d) correlation of vowels with initial consonants, 
final consonants, tone or register, (e) ‘vowel-gradation’, i.e. the gramma- 
tical role of vowel quality difKerences. 

6. Final comonant patterns and their distribution, with special reference 
to (a) incidence of final palatals, (b) use of the voice distinction finally, 
(c) final ‘clusters’, (d) the grammatical use of final consonants. 

On the grammatical and syntactic levels also there are characteristic 
features which might provide interesting isoglosses, as has been remarked 
by a number of scholars.g) It is necessary here, owever, to restrict both 
the number of features and the number of languages examined, and in 
this paper I propose to restrict myself to a provisional preliminary glance 
at the distribution of a mere handful of phonetic features over a range 
of 59 languages only. 

The 59 languages examined are listed by number in the key on page 406 
and alphabetically on page 407. The arbitrary nature of their selection 
should be noted. Ny preference, derived both from professional training 
and experience, would be to present only material of which 1 have first- 
hand personal knowledge, since, though this may be fallible, one may 
at least,suppose the same bias to run through the whole of it. As my own 
first-hand experience has been confined to a mere sprinkling of languages 
on the South East Asian mainland, however, (a fact which is clearly 
reflected in the maps that follow), I feel that to serve any useful purpose I 

must cast my net somewhat wider than this to include at any rate some 
of the Austronesian languages and certain other languages that may be 
regarded as peripheral to the South East Asian area geographically. I 

have accordingly ventured, though very tentatively only, to draw upon 
material contained in the writings of colleagues and participants of this 
conference, to whom I apologize for any misinterpretations that may 
have arisen. 

The difficulties inherent in using other people’s material were painted 
out to us last time by Uhlenbeck: ‘As language typology can only be 
carried out satisfactorily if there is similarity in descriptive techniques, 
it will be necessary to reach a certain minimum of agreement on, or at. 

“) E.g. M. B. Emeneau, ‘India as a linguistic area’, kmvguage, 32, 1, 1956; P.J. Honey 
and E. H.S. Simmonds, ‘Thai and Vietnamese: Some elements of nominal structure 
csmpared’, LCSEAP; R. H. Robins, op. cit. ; and Hla Pe, and L.C. Thompson 
on pp. 167, 185, and 29 respectively in this volume. 
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least a mutual understanding of, the techniques used.“) It is ~1-1~ 
‘preposterous’, as Bazell has said, to demancl ‘neutral descriptions ba 
on agreed criteria identical from linguist tc) linguist, a:cld from the de- 
scription of one language to that of all other# and attempts to pursue the 

selected ‘features’ through the descriptive accounts of other writers have 
convinced me of the justness of his vie9 that phenol 
unfavourable domain’ for typology, ‘for here lin 
their criteria of relevance, so that a fature which 
f’or one is for the other virtually non-existent.*) 

It might be supposed, for instance, that it would be a relatively easy 
matter to decide whether a language is “tonal’ or not, but consideration 
of linguistic descriptions in our area shows that this is not the case. 
Difficulties arise because ‘tone’ is seldom, if ever, a matter of pitch alone. 
There are very frequently concomitant features of phonation-t 
constriction, stress, etc. which pose problems of interpretatio 
definition. Similarly, the characteristic phonation-types 
languages such as Mon and Khmer may be accompanied by, or perceived 
as being accompanied by,Q) concomitant pitch features. It is necessary, 
therefore, to be more precise and to define the feature we are examining 
as ‘lexically contrastive pitch’ rather than ‘tone’, or as ‘lexicallycontrastive 
phonation-type’ rather than ‘register’, if we are to hope to make valid 
comparisons of the ynaterial available. Even so, we shall, of course, be at 
a loss if the author of the material under examination has not found it 
necessary for his purposes to note such a feature as phonation-type. 
Similar difficulties arise with regard to phonemic accounts of languages 
unless accompanied by a detailed description sf allophonic variants. Qne 
man’s unit phoneme may be anoiher man’s cluster; one man may for 
‘reasons of ‘c?onomy use a symbci usually associated with a voiced sound 
to denote a voiceless one; another whose concern is to ‘get on with’ the 
grammar as soon as possible may give no account at all of the phonetic 
values to e>e attached to his sy nbols. Contrary, perhaps, to general 
bePief, a phonological description much manipulated in the name of 
‘economy Jphoneme inventory’ or ‘pattern congruity’ within the language 

‘) E. M. Uhlenbeck, ‘The comparative study of the Austronesian languages’, 
LCSEAP. 

9 C. E. Bazell, Lingtristic typolugy [inaugural lecture], London, 1958. 
@) Laboratory experiments with Khmer supest that the pemived ‘lower pitch’ of 

chest register syllables does not always correspond to physical fact as measured in 
ten ns of fundamental freqliency . 
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far less suitable for comparative purposes than one 
red in similarities of phonic substance or, indeed, 

in a well-order nd accurate phonetic description in general terms. 
cannot, however, be made entirely in phonic terms 

ontext and function. Languages which make no 
tween aspirated and unaspirated sounds 
honically speaking ; languages which 

losive sounds in rapid speech may only employ 
What is needed therefore, is compar- 

called ‘pre-phonological’ language, in terms of 
lo), in the expectation that it is pre- 
aterial that give rise to problems of 
y most usefully be directed. 

has been called the ‘recognition of 
ith different genetic affiliations?) 
horoughly integrated into a given 

language, a synchronic account of that language will include all phonetic 
and morphological characteristics, whether or not they are to be found 
in the deepest layer of all. Doubt may arise, however, when certain 
features appear to be confined to a very small number of obvious loan- 
words, or to special styles of utterance, or to a small section of the 
community. It is important that note should be taken of any special 
restrictions, since sounds or other features subject to them may be the 
harbingers of future innovation or the survivors of patterns elsewhere 
obsolete, thus marking the advance and retreat of specific isoglosses. 

It is proposed to examine in turn the distribution over the selected 
languages of the following phonetic features: 

Lexically contrastive pitch 
Lexicjlly contrastive phonation-type 
Lexically contrastive aspiration of initial ,plosives 
Lexically contrastive voicing of initial plosives 
Lexically contrastive retroflexion of initial1 plosives 
Lexically contrastive pre lottalization of initial plosives 
Lexically confrastive 
Lexically contrastive 

It is proposed also to 

prenasalization of initia.1 pl9sives 
final cortsonants. 1 

look brefly at some of the interrelationships 

lo) Cf. Ba24, op. cit., 19. 
11) Robins, op. cit. 



1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 

Mandarin 
Cantonese 
Hakka 
Tibetan (Lhasa) 
Lirnbu 
Lepcha 
Gurung 
Box-0 
Naga (Angami) 
Burmese 
Khyang 
Marma 
Northern Chin (Tiddim) 
Central Chin (incl. Lushai) 
Kachin 
Northern Karen (Tarmgthu) 
Central I&en (Bwc) 
Southern Karen c-0, Sgaw) 
CcnCrBI Th; .i (‘siamese) 
Lao 
Shari 
Southern TA zi (Songkhla) 

NUMERICA KEY TO LANGUAGES 

23. IVorthern Vietnaniez (Hanoi) 
24. t ‘entral Vietnamese (Huej 
25. Sout hem Vietnamese (Saigon) 
26. Miao (White) 
27. k ao $Iighland)’ 
28. ~Mon 
29. Palaurrg . 

30. Wang-Lang 
3 1. Khmer (Cambodian) 
32. Hr@/Sedang 
33. Bahnar 
34. Mnong/Sre 
35. Khmu? 
36. Stieng 
37. Cham 
38. Chrau , 

39. Rhadt/Jarai 
40. Malay ’ ’ * 

41. Minangkabau 
42. Sundanese 
43. Javanese 
44. Sea Dayak 

between these features, and to noie the ltur l n which~ tky bve a 
grammatkal, i.e. morphological, sls~well aw a ifilactiO~1 to p!zl?orm. 

Initial plosives are selected as representative of the initial consonant 
systems ,in the area, since to handle, aIl types 1 of initial 
possibilities would overload the prewnf paper. Cbters includin 
are excluded .for the reason given on pi 404. The 
(e, ch, etc.) are also. excluded since they cannot 
without the discussion of clustering patterns. m 

The distribution of the selected features is shovin diagrammatically 
the appropriate marking of a square on the relel ant map, A number Ikey 
to the language squares on the maps is provided below. it is pointed 
out that both.the number, location and size of squares has been di 
to a large extent by purely practical considerations of space and 
of reproduction. The size of the squares and therr position on the map 
has oniy a very rough-and-ready correlation with the geo,-raphi 
location and importance of the languages concerned. * The f general 
direction of the fringe languages to the north, east and west is indicated 
by arrovws pointing to the relevant squares. 
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55 Samoan 
56. Gilbertese 

tn Indian (Indo-Aryan) 57. Ellice 
58. Rarotongan 
59. New Caledonian 

ALPHABETIC KEY 1’0 LANGUAGES 

scprc 
9 

47 
33 
8 

17 
10 
31 
2 

37 
Chin (Cent ra: ) 14 
Chin (Northern) 13 
Chi W~ntonese) 2 
Chinese (Hakka) 3 
Chirxx (Mandarin) I 
chr8LU 38 
Day& (Land) 45 
Dayak (Sea) 44 
Dravidian 51 
Euice 57 
Fijian 54 
Gilbertese 56 
Gurung 7 
Hakka 7 
H&! 3i 
Indo-Aryan (No&x,1 Indian) 49 
Jarai 39 
Javanese 43 

15 
53 

Karen (Cwtral) 17 
Karen (Northern) 16 
Karen (Soutbem) 18 
Khad 48 
Khmer 31 
Khmu? 35 
KhYang 11 
h0 20 
Lepcha 6 

Lim bu 
Lushz. i 
M&lay 
Mandarin 
hlarma 
Miao (‘W%ite j 
Minangkabau 
Mnong 
Mon 
Munda 
Naga (Angami) 
New Caledonian 
New Guinea languages 
Palaung 
Pwo Karen 
Rarotongan 
Rhad& 
Riang-lan 
Samoan 
Sedang 
Sgaw Karen 
Shan 
Siamese 
Songkhla 
Sre 
Stieng 
Sundanese 
Tagalog 
Taungthu Karen 
Thai (Central) 
Thai (Southern) 
Tibetan (Lhasa) 
Tiddim Chin 
Vietnamese (Central) 
Vietnamese (Northern) 
Vietnamese (Southern) 
Yao (Highland) 

Square 

5 
14 
40 

1 
12 
26 
41 
34 
28 
50 
9 

59 
!i2 
29 
18 
58 
39 
30 
55 
32 
18 
21 
19 
22 
34 
36 
42 
46 
16 
19 
22 
A 

13 
24 
23 
25 
27 
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AP 1 STiVE PITCH AND PHONAIION-TY PE 

Little doubt is likely to over the majority of languages marked 
ut Lepcha illustrates some of the 

that Professor Bodman 0’ Cornell 
nal. Sprigg reports however, that 

tinctions in verb or particle forms, or in 
nouns pitch differences are co- 

*i. [. -“f 1.. \] Final str -t- high pitch; initial non-stress J- low pitch. 
‘ii. [A -1 [ ‘* h J fnitial stress -!- high pitch ; final non-stress -t_ high/low pitch. 

6”TY is much the iess frequent, and inciudes (high-tonej ioanwords 
ther with a number of ‘contrastive’ nouns, e.g. 

, lum-ktip (-- ‘Lepcha’, ‘Limbu’, ‘Nepali’), sung-krrng, 

ripkung, twqg-kung (different kinds of tree). 
‘A few loanwords show, but erratical y, a pattern [_ l j (iii), e.g. M’o-~~o 

(Tib. low-tone I-W-RIO ‘fox”), la/-krin [laltin], = English ‘lantern’, but I 
think they are not consistent enough to be taken seriously. 

‘If one did opt for tone rather than stress such examples as the following 
would make difJiculties : 

‘(i) [‘zo:br] [ \ _] ‘meal’ (rice and veFtab1 :c), (ii) [zo’li:] [__ ‘\] ‘rice 
shoot’. [‘zo:/zo] would have to be high-tone : (0 but low tone in Iii): 

and yet, apart from stress, the environment is the same (first syllable of 
a disyllabic noun). Oae would have to introduce stress to make a tone 
analysis work; then why not be content with stress alone, the pitch 
features being correlated in a one-to-one relationship?’ 

A further problem raised by such languages 3s Man and Sr?, both 
of which Binnow desi ates as tone languages,? although Man is not, 
to my way of thinking, characterized by lexically contrastive pitch. 

Smalley’s account of Sre describes a pitch feature correlated with length 

but sides against pitch as the comrastive feature unless ‘consciom 
Vietnamese loans’ have to be taken into account, thus raising the im- 
portant problem of the extent to which loans should be taken into account 
and of how one is to define a ‘conscious’ loan.13j 

I*) Z&X H. J. finnow, ‘Personal pronouns in the Austroasiatic languages: a historical 
study’, IPLS, I. 

“) Cf. W. A.. Smaky, ‘Sre phonemes and syllables’, JAOS, 74, 1954. In a personal 
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The hetched circle within the New Guinea squaj*e relates to Ya 
Bukawac‘ in North West New Guinea,l*) that within the New Caledonian 
square to Patyi (and possibly others) as reported by Haudricourt? 
circle hatched for lexically c~ntrastive pitch within the Northern Indian 

square draws attention to the tonal features reported for Panjabi, 
possibly other North In&an languageQs) Ihat wit n the Munda square 
is tentatively for the ‘tone’ reported by Zlde for 

1.2. Lexically contrastive phonation-type 

There are a number of doubtful areas :lere since this feattire has 
frequently been ignored in published material or described in terms that 
;sre difficult to interpret phonetically. I believe hhat the feature is far 
more widespread than has hitherto been recognized. I an: unable to 
discover from available published data consulted whether lexically 
contrastive phonation-type is to be stated for the Cham, Chrau, Stien 
etc. group in South Vietnam Sitit suspect that this may be the case, for 
some of them at leastY) Javanese is shown as having contrastive 
phonation-type on the strength of statements by Catfordla) and of 
Eleanor Home’s description of the ‘murmured, fury qualit 
‘heavy’ consonants (i.e. those she writes b, d, 4, 4, g and Ih) 

communication at the conference M Condominas gave f t as his view that since the pitch 
features described by Smalley are clearly phonetically conditioned they are not to be 
regarded as lexically contrastive in any case. 

14) See A. Capell, ‘Two tonal languages of New Guinea,’ f?SOAS, 13, 1, 1949. 
15) See A. G. Haudricourt, ‘The languages of New Caledonia’, LCSEAP. 
le) Cf. J. R. Firth, “Phonological features of some Indian languages’, Proc. 3rd Jnt. 

Gong. of Phon. Sciences, London, 1935 ; T. Grahame Bailey, ‘The Sindhi Implosive& 
BSOS, 2,4, 1923. 

17) Cf. N. H. Zide, ‘Final Stops in Korku and Santali’, h&an Linguistics, Turner 
Jubilee volume, 1, 1958. I am not clear whether what Zide regards as ‘tone’ in Korku 
is to be referred to lexically contrastive pitch or lexically contrastive phonation- 
type. Certainly the phenomenon he reconstructs for Proto-Munda in his contribution 
to this conference sounds very much like ‘register’ (see his paper, ‘&tab-Remo 
vocalism and glottalised vowels in Proto-Munda‘, ILLS, 1). 

18) This has now been confirmed by informat ion received personally at tk conference 
from R. B. Jones, and, indirectly, from R. L. Phillips. It seems quite clear from what 
they tell me that from the phoyletic point of view contrastive phQnation-type is present 
in Hre, Sedang, the Mnong dialects, Jeh, Brou and, possibly, Bahnar. In scxne of these 
the statement of ‘register’ at the phonnlogical level appears self+vident, bu: since there 
is aiways a certain correlation with differences of vowel quality and sometibw (e.g. in 
Mnong) with the preceding consonant, differenr&s of phonemic ,treatment might 
suggest themselves. 

19) See J. C. Catford, ‘Phonation Types’ in: In Nonour of Da&+/ Jones, ed. D. Aber- 
crombis et al., London, 1964. 

2o) Elinor C. Home, Beginning Javanese, New Haven. London, 1961, xxix: ‘The 
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The circle hatched for contrastive phonation-type in the Northern 
? ndian re relates to Gujarati, as reported by Firth and Pandit.21) 

n made in the map to designate which of the 
xically also do so morphologically, 

istinctions. One may cite as 
of tonal altern(ation in the verb in Chin, in 

Cantonese, in certain forms in Southern 
tive constructions in Burmese. As regards 

Id be pinted out that Sprigg maintains that 
useholder’ as contrasted with eig ‘house’, it 

rather than pitch which expresses the grammatical 

rat hatching for Hakka records the fact that in this language 
of pitch is restricted to certain uses of the 
n should perhaps be similarly marked, bince 

reports three instances in which it might be said that pitch contrast 
is playing a grammatical role. 

I .4. Cmdation of contrastive pitch und phonation-t I?pu . 

In many of the languages of the area certain tones are regularly 
associated with a given phonation-type, as, for example, in Northern 
Vietnamese, the i-6’ tone with ‘breathy’ phonation, the ‘ngg’, and 
frequently the ‘n(L@,23) tone with ‘creaky” honation, and so or. The 
distribution of such languages, as contrasted with languages in which 
there appears to be no such regular association, is shown on the map. In 

light consonants are sharp and clear, while the heavy consonants hate a murmured, 
fuzzy quality. In addition, the heavy consonants affect the vowel after them by making 
it a bit lower in pitch and giving it a breathy sound’. 

At the conference Profasor I.Dyen confirmed personally that there is in Javanese a 
contrast of phonation-type of the kind under investigation here. 

81 1 J. R. Firth, “Phonetic ob rvations on Gujarati,’ BSOAS, 20, 1957, and P. B. 
z&on, aspiration a murmur in Gujarati’, Indian Linguistics, 17, 1957. 
nie J. A. Henderson, ‘Tonal exponents of pronominal concord in 

Southern Vietnamese’, Indian Linguistics, 22, 1961, and R. B. Jones and H. S. Thong. 
Introduction to spoken Vietnamese, Washington, 1957, 17, 29, 120421. Cf. also the 
‘subsyllabic morphemes’ referred to by Thompson in his paper ‘The problem of the 
word in Vietnamese’, Ward, 19, 1, 1963. 

$s) For the absence of ‘creaky voice’ in syllables with final stops see Jean Donaldson, 
‘A study of the “n$ng” tone in the northern dialect of Vietnamese’, Vm-Hoo N&ryet- 
Sun, 12, 7, 1963. 
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some cases there is a partial correlation in that certain tones are assocked 
with marked glottal constriction or with a final glottal stop at the end 
of tile syllable rather than with ‘creaky’ phonation of the syllable as a 
whole. Here one may cite as examples tkr hi 
Central Thai (in pre-pause position), the low le 
tones of Shan,84) the mid and low tones of Bwe Karen, 
tone of Burmese. Since it is precisely in cases o 
of opinion may arise as to whether the fin 
regarded as ‘consonantal’ or not,“) it- has been thought useful to drs- 
tinguish them on the map from; on the one hand, those languages in 
which there is no comparable feature and, on the other, those in which 
the correlated phonation-type runs through the whole syllable. 
like Burmese and Southern Vietnamese which associate some t 
characteristic phonation of the whole syllable, o&then with hai 

zation only, are for convenience marked as of the former type. 
It is possible that in some of the languages marked as having lexically 

contrastive phonation-type, the phonatior+pe should be regarded as 
having optional concomitant pitch features. 

l.5. Co-occurrence of the correiation oj’ contrmt4k pitch and pkanation- 
t)yw land of the morpholqqical use of pitch 

Burmese, Southern Vietnamese and Bcro are cited as examples here? 

24) See S.Egerod, ‘Essentials of Shan phonology and script’, Bulketirr of the hstitute 
of Histor_;r and Philology, Academia Sinica, 29, 1957. 

26) Note that the high tone in Bwe is associated with a final breathy off-glide in 
pre-pause position, never with the glottal stop. 

*e) Cf. the treatment of Karen in R.B. Jones’ Karen rirrguistic studies, and his 
detailed discussion of the assoc.&ion of tone and glottal constriction in Thai dialects 
in his contribution to this conference, ‘On the reconstruction of Proto-Thai’, P&S, 1. 

a7$ As L.C.Thompson has pointed out, the ‘n&g tone in Southern Vietnamesle is 
not character&d by ‘creaky’ phonation throughout, as in the north, but by a final 
glottal constriction; but since, according to my personal notes, the ‘h&i’ (or ‘ng8’) tone 
in that dialect is accompanied by breathy phonation, Southern Vietnamese is marked 
on the map as correlating contrastive pitch and phonation-type. 

ee) Unless, of course, one adopts Sprigg’s view that phonation-type is the contrastive 
feature in Burmese attributive constructions (see p. 411 above), iu which case Burmese 
would stand alone in the area as making grammatical as opposed to lexical use of 
phonation-,type contrasts. It may be remarked in passing that tha grammatical use of 

onation-type .s quite common in some other parts of the world, e.g, in 
parts oi East Africa and tile Sudan. 
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I .6. ~orr~~~t~o~ of conlrastive pitch and phonalion-type with initial and 
find co~onants 

1 consonants is so general that it 
te it. The only exception I have come across 

in stops have :fewer tonal possibilities 
in continuants is Northern Chin, in 

in -p, -t, 41 have exactly the same tonal 
Is, nasals, and 4. Short syllables ending 

in -pI w*, 4 MC tonally restricted in the usual way. 

position. 

d mm the lexicallv contrastive use of asoirated -- t - -- ___- ---_--____, _ - --_- -_- - --- - - ---a 

losives in tonic syliables in utterance-initial 

2.1. Lexically eonlrastive aspiration of voiceless plosives 

Were the standard type-pattern is p, ph; t, th; k, kh. Languages in 
which this pattern is asymmetrical or incomplete are shown with half the 
relevant square marked as for absence of contrastive aspiration. An 
example is Vietnamese, in which the aspiration contrast is incomplete in 
present day pronunciation, since, though t e orthography shows a 
contrast in writing, t-, th-, ph-, k-, kh-, these are pronounced [t], [th], 
[fj, [k] 2nd [x] respectively, and there is no initial [p] sound except in a 
few rwat foreign loans such as pij~ < French ‘pipe’28). 

2.2. Absence of lexically contrastive aspiration 

It should be noted that in a given language there may be aspiration of 
initial voiceless plasives, as there is in English for example, but that it 
may be lexically non-contrastive. Such languages are marked on the map 
as being without contrastive aspiration. Boro is a case in point. 

2.3. Lexically contrastive aspiration of voiced plosives 

A distinction is drawn between languages with the type-pattern p, pII; 

*s) L.C.Thompson, however, considers the contrast t:jh as fortis: lenis rather than 
non-aspiration : aspiration. For a detailed exposition of his point of view see his 
forthcoming Vietnamese gramnar (in the press). 
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t, ~lt; k, klir (see above) and those with the type pattern P, ph, 6, bh; 
t, th, d, di; k, kh, g, gh. Among the latter are included the languages of 

es except Sora, which is represented 
square. If I interpret Condominas 

th voiced and voiceless aspirated initial 
uare has been hatched accordingly, 

r as 1 am aware. Khasi is shown as 
: voiceless aspiration contrast, but it should be 

p, ph, b, bh; t, tk, d; k, kh; 
ords with initial voiced aspirates all appear to be either loans 

tb the exception of the word $W ‘vegetables’, which 
cal use of aspiration (see below) in that the 

2.4. Morphological use of aspiratkm 

Singled out once again are those languages which make grammatical 
as well as lexical use of the aspiration contrast. Among such languages 
are included languages Iike Khmer in which the aspiratzd plosives are 
phonologically clusters made up of two separable units (cp. Khmer khug 
‘to be angry’, k~&ug ‘anger’), and languages like Burmese, Northern Chin 
and Limbu, in which the aspiration: noir-aspiration contrast is sometimes 
used to express transitive: intransitive relations. The marking for Northern 
Chin indicates both that use is made of the contrast grammatically 
and that the pattern is phonetically an incomplete one, viz. p, ph; t, th; 
k, -3) The marking for Limbu indicates both ihat limited grammatical 
use is made of the contrast and that the voiced (or more commonly, lenis) 
aspirate initials HI, c%, gh are restricted to a few loanwords, all ilouns. 

2.5. Lexically cmtrmtive aspiration oj' prenasulited plosives 

The unusual co-occurrence of contrastive aspiration and contrastive 
tion is exepplified by l\lliao and Chrau. The type-pattern for 

mu) $ee G. Coadominas, ‘Enqu&e hnguistique parmi les populations montagnardes 
du Sud indochinois,’ BEFEQ, 4fi, 2, 1954. 

a1) j, jh, which are not phonetically pfosives, are strictly speaking outside the scope 
of the present paper (see p. 406) but are introduced here since jh affords the only 
example I have been able to discover of vestigial plosive + aspirate clusters in Khasi , 
such as are found eisewhere in Man-Khmer. Khasi aspirated voiceless plosives 
correspond to unaspirated voiceless plosives in such languages as Mon and Khmer, 
and must be interpreted as monophonemic phonologically, not as clusters. 

Is> N.Chin (Tiddim) orthographic & is pronounced lx). 
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the former is p, ph; mp, mph; etc., that for the latter p, ph, b; r?lp, mph, nzb; 

tic. 

to the aspiration contrast found again, after 
i and Ellice,94) and in 
i:lcing argument for 

ontrast in Ellice anti. Kapingamarangi 
ht upon innovation processes. 

ma& to plot the use made of the opposition 
s in tonic syllables in utterance-initial 

that it might be more useful to regard the 
hjp-P&tjon as Lb&g 8 fortis. I,,:, AI_ .-.lI-L __.___ 11 Le.- c _,ALA_ -l:Lr __^_ A. 

. IF1113 WIG, WIllGIl WUUIU glVt; d I-dLIl~I- UllltYKIll 

Gstribution, but on the whole it has seemed easier to interpret the existing I #’ 

materials in languages of which I have no first hand knowledge in terms 
af voice and absence of voice. 

3. I. Type-patterm 

It is important to distinguish here between languages with the type- 
F’ ‘tern p, t, k; 6, d, g, i.e. those making a straight contrast between a 
vo ted and a voiceless series, and those in which ,q is absent. The latter 

tY is velry widespread and of such import ce in the area that it is not 
to be regarded as an ‘incomplete’ p, t, k; b g but as a type in its own 
right. The voiced pair in this type are preglottalized in some languages, 
not in others, so that two sub-types may be stated, p, t, k; 6, d and 
p, t, k; 6, d, In Map 3 we are, however, only concerned with the general 
type-pattern p, t, k; b, d, or 6, 6. The published evidence for Marma and 
Khyang is insufficient to decide whether these tire p, t, k; 6, d, or p, 1, k; 

b, d, g languages, Only b and d appear to be recorded for Khyang, but 
this may be accidental. 

Languages in which there are pregiottalized plosives 6 and din addition 

9a) A possible mterpxvtatisn of the Miao data as recorded by Downer %:ems to be 
that them is also c~trzdve voice&aspiration. Downer’s notation of the whole set of 
labial plosives is as follows: p, pit, p/i; m, mph, mph. 

uu) Cf. S. M. EWeI?, Grammiir and comparative study qf the language of Kapinganiil- 
rangi, texts and word-lists, Washington, 1950, and 6. B. Milner, ‘Aspiration in two 
Polynesian iangus@?!& BSOAS. 21, 2, 1958. 

sa) Cf. Haudricourt, op. cit. 
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to a full voice contrast are stated as having the type-pattern p, t, k; 

6, d, g; 6, d. Bwe Karen is of this type, so are Bahnar, Hr?, Mnon 
Cbrau and RhadC/Jarai. Haupers’ Stieng materials) EU 
USU;~ type-pattern b, d, g; 6, 6 but a note received from R. L.Phillips 
implies the. more likely pattern p, t, k; 6, d, g; 6, $1 

The marking for Dravidian indicates tha;. voi&ti plosives in 7% 
possibly other languages of the group) only contrast imitidy with voice- 
less ones in the ‘learned’ style of pronunciation of Sanskrilic loans, the 
indigenous and non-learned type pattern being simply p, t, k, 

It should be noted that Limbu also has voiced initial plosives only in 
loan-words, and is otherwise a p, t, k rather than a p, t, k; b, d, g type. 
The comparative rarity of voiced piosives in absolute initial position in 
&rmese is also noteworthy. 

The Miao picture is a little difficult to interpret, and is probably NI 
example oI a C language which might be better served by the postulation of 
a fortis : lenis contrast. There appears, however, to be an opposition 
which may be interpreted as voiced vs. voiceless. In Downer’s preferred 
transcription the initial labial piosives of White Miao are as follows: 
p, ph. pfi (see also below). 

The marking for Vietnamese is in recognition of the incompieteness of 
the voice contrast, the type-pattern here being 1, k; fi, clc, with an initial p) 
pronounced by some speakers in a few recent loan-words from French. 
(Vietnamese orthographic ‘g’ and ‘gh’ are pronounced [y], with a plosive 
variant possible for some speakers in certain juncture contexts.) Note 
that Thompson favours a fortis : lenis contrast for Vietnamese.a7) 

As far as I can judge from the very meagre material I have been able 
to consult, the pattern of Gilbertese is odd and asymmetrical as regards 
the voice : voiceless, contrast, namely : t, k, b. + 

Khmu? is marked as a p, t, k; b, d, g type language since, although initial 
nasals may be preglottalized, it appears that plosives are not, 

Javanese is also classed provisionally as a p, t, k; b, d, g language, but 

if the postulation of contrastive phonation-type is confirmed for this 
language, with the phonation-type regularly correlated with a lenis (but 
not necessarily voiced) plosive series, ib should be re-classified. 

It will be seen that there are a varie:)! of type-patterns in New Guinea: 
p, 8, k; b, 4 g patterns, p, b, k; 14, d patterns and p, t, k; b, d, g; 6, d patterns. 

s6) Cf. R. Haupers, ‘Word-final syllabics in Stieng’, Vim-Hm Nguyct-&n, 9,7 and 8, 
J%2. , 

33) See n. 29. 
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without a contrasting voiced plosive series 
sub-type in that one style of utterance 
imply p, P8) 

and prena+mlizaZion 

d Nemi in New @aIedoniaa9) voicing of 
ted with prenaalization. The standard 

TV may IX stated as p, t, k; mb, nd, yg. 
mpiete pattern of this type since p is 
on of prenasalization with voicing in 
voiced plosivc is a non-contrastive 
osivts.JO) Contrastive prenasalization 

ap 5 and in the accompanying section of 

3.3. Lexicaily contrastive aspirntion oj’preglottalized plosives 

hnnong-Bunor appears exceptional in having a type-pattern p, ph, 6, 
Rh, b etc. (but no bti)?) 

3.4. orphological use oj- the voice : voiceless contrast 

There are isolated instances here an6 mere in the area of what might be 
regarded as grammatical as well as lexical use of the voice : voiceless 
contrasx. Sprigg reports one for Tibetan, S orto one for Wa, a few 
pairs of semantically linked but grammatically diffeeientiated words in 
Burmese could also be cited. By and large, however, it is true to say that 
little or no use is made of this particular phonetic contrast for purely 
grammatical purposes. 

MAP 4 - b?XICALLY CQNTRASTIVE RETROFLEXION OF INITIAL PLQSIVES 

Any attempt to plot the distribution of this feature in utterance-iniiial 
position is fraught with problems of interpre ation, since we at once 
becomlt involved in the wider problem of initial clusters. It is often 
-- 

“9 !%x 1. E. Buse, ‘Two Samoan cwemoniat qxxches’, BOAS, 24, 1, 1961. 
!**) Sea: A. G. Haudricourt, ‘Les consonnes postnasalisks en Nouvelle Cakdonie’, 

froc. 9tlg Int. Chg. Ling,, The Hague, W64. 
‘@) See Condominas, op. cit., n. (2) OF- p 589. 
$l) Information supplied by R. L. Phillips. 
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di&uk to decide wheth a rcttroflex articulation in a given lan 
be regarded as B plosive, an affricate or a cluster. In view of 
importance of &is feature as an isogloss delimiting the Indian from other 
linguistic areas, however, it seems worthwhile to make t 

lt seems to me a, matter of some intereat, possibly no 
ultimately with other features, such as retroflexion and pre 

that in a number of languages of the area, while there is no lex 
between a dental and a retroflex series, nevertheless there is 
correlated with voiccc, and sometimes with both voice and p 
tion, between an initial dental t and an initial alveolar (or even post- 
alveolar) d.08) Such languages are accordingly also shown on the map. 
It is probable that the number of such languages is greater than ind 
here, since it may be expected that many observers, especially those 
to European languages where t and d pattern together, have fai 
ohs~rvP A Zfbrancas ” v1 VW UfiA W Wl1 dti in articulation of t and d or, if they have observed 
Difference, have not thought it worth mentioning. 

The hatched circle in the Tibetan square is for the retroflex series 
reported by Sprigg for Sikkimese speakers of Tibetan. It is worth notin 
in this connection tha* the car _rast in Lepcha is a dental : alveolar one, 
the words with alveolar initial all appearing to be Iians from Sikkimese 
Tibetan. The retroflexes in &rung appear ta be confined to Ntpali 
loans and are distinct in pronunciation and use from clustered tr-. 

The circle in the Munda square indicates that though Sora and Korku 
lack contrasting dental and retroflex plosive series, Sora t is dental, at--d 
d alveolar.**) 

The marking for Southern and Central Vietnamese indicates both that 
t is dental, d altreolar (and glottal&d), and that there’is an initial retroflex 
articulation, written TV- but only occasionally afY’ricate in pronunciation, 
which contrasts with theseQs) There is a series of very similar articulations 
commonly written tr, thr, in Lushai and Central Chin. 

The position of the Dravidian languages needs clarification. It is 
commclnly assumed that retroflexion as SUC.!I spread to the Indo-Aryan 
languages of India from the Dravidian group, and yet as far as my 

4’“) Cf. Emeneau, op. tit ., end H. L.Shorto, ‘The structural patterns of northern 
Mm-W languages’, LCWW? 

u) In this cxmnection, :we F. B. J. Kuiper’s contribution to the conference, ‘Consonant 
variation in Munda’, IPLS, 1. 

‘Ibis latter feature is found in other Mu&a languages also. See Kuiper- op. cit. 
“3 Also in some Tonkinese dialects, as verbally reported by Thompson. 
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preliminary and admittedly supe&cial enquiries go, there to be 
no contrast- between dental and mtrofkx plosives init such 

languages as Tamil and Telugu, except perhaps -in ssulskritie loans in 
certain styles of utterance. Within the terms of reference of this 
therefore, such languages must be shown as without lexicdly cant 
retroflexion, until I have had an opportunity of investi 
further!@) 

Cham, which is reported as having a ‘phonemic contrast between 
[$J and [t]‘;“) is here treated as having contrastive retroflexion, although 
Blood decides on grounds of ‘patterning’ to interpret the retroflex plosive 
as pbonemically a cluster, /lr/. 

So far as I am aware, no languages make grammatical, as opposed to 
lexical, use of the retroflex : non-retroflex distinction. 

MAP 5 - LEXICALLY CCWTRASTIVE PRENASALIZATION AN”3 

PREGLOTTALIZATION 

Map 5 indicates the distribution in utterance-initial position of the 
features commonly referred to in the linguistic literature of the area as 
‘prenasalization’ and ‘preglottalization’.48) The inclusion of both on the 
same map is a matter of practical convenience, since they are mutually 
exclusive on the whole. It is not proposed in this paper to esamine in 
detail what is meant by these labels in articulatory terms. For our 
purpose a ‘prenasalized plosive’ is a complex articulation of :homorganic 
nasal and following plosive, or* a cluster of heterorganic nasal and 
following plosive. A ‘preglottalized plosive’ is a complex articulation of a 
voiced stop with secondary consltriction at the larynx, frequently lightly 
implosive in character. 

5.1 l Type-pattern p, t, k; 6, d 

Note that some phonemic ao:ounts of p, t, k; 6, d languages treat 
initial 6 and d as clusters, e.g. /3#5, ?d/. 

*8) The Dravidian material in ihis pa per is everywhere weak and in need of revision. 
The heavy !&u&critic overlay, together !Jvith the wide contextual variation of phonemes 
within the indigenous languages thems4ves, make it peculiarly difficult to elicit from 
the written accounts the information required without personal consultation with 
scholars expert in this field. 

‘3 See D. Blood, ‘Applying the criterion of p%terning in Cham phonology’, Van4fba 
Nguyet-Sart, 13,4, 1964. 

“) It should be borne in mind that not all accbunts of languages wit? a p, t, k; 
b, d pattern make it clear whether the 6 and d are preglottalized or not. 
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The circle within the Northern Indian square draws attention to the 
‘recursives’ of Sindhi.49) 

For Khyang and Marma see p. 417. 

5.2. Lexically con trastiw prewasaliz~tion 

Languages which have contrastivz series of oral and pr-en 
plosives are included under this head, even wh n the prenas;rli 
re@larly correlated with voice, as in Fijian (see above). 

The hatched area of the Tibetan square draws attention to the fact that 
Tibetan reading style has prenasalized initial groups, mb-, nd-, gg, which 
are absent in the spoken style except in intervocalic position. 

5.3. Lexicaily contradive preniasalization and preglottalizutim~ 

Stieng, Mnong, Sre, Chrau and some of the New Guinea languages 
appear to have contrastive series of oral, preglottalized and 
consonants. If I interpret the Condominas and Thomas accounts 
correctly, Mnong Gar and Chrau share the distinction of having pre- 
nasalized preglottalized plosives, nd, m6. s0) 

Attention is drawn once again to the variety of type- 
for New Guinea, in which there are languages with pre 
no prenasalization, others with prenasalization but no preglottalization, 
others again with both, and yet others with neither. 

5.4. Morphological use of prenrxsalizution 

This appears to be rather rare. Phillips reports :s;uch forms as &!a ‘hot’, 
WUZ ‘to heat’ ‘and many other examples’ from Mnong Bunor. 

Kachin is tentatively marked as having distinctive prenasalization and 
as using this feature morphologically. Information is incomplete, how- 
ever, and it is possible that we are concerned here with the operation of a 
single prefix. It should be noted that many other languages of the area in 
some styles and speeds of utterance pronounce certain unaccented form- 
words as syllabic nasals, whiich one might be justified in regarding as 
‘prenasalization’ of the following initial consonc?nt. Such occurrences, 
however, appear to differ from Kachin usage in that they are not utteranc 2 
initial and so fall outside the scope of the present in\lestigation. Gilbertes:, 

4*) See R. L. Turner, ‘The Sindhi recursives or voiced stops preceded by glattal 
cIosure’, &SOS, 3, 19234925. u 

5’o) Phiftips con&m the presence in NInong of prenwaked preglottaked plosivm 
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ars to have such initial clusters as rnt-, mk-, nrb-, 

al explanation. 

ntext of this paper morphological 
sive and an initial nasal (e.g. as in 

s not count as morpholo ical use of prenasalization En 

aware, of a language in which pre- 

only language with contrasting prenasalized 

Haudricourt has drawn attention to a rare pattern in Nemi, in New 
Caledonia,&‘) in which there are contrastive series of oral, prenasalized 
and what he calls ‘postnasalized’ initial plosives, for which the rype- 

pattern p, pn~, mb etc. may be stated. 
times to have a morphological function 

MAP 6 - FINAL CONSONANT PATTERNS 

Postnasalization appears some- 

Since the contrastive consonant alternance it] utterance-final position 
:verywhcre in the area very much more restricted than that in utterance- 

initiai position,5 we shall cast our net wider here to include nasals, 
liquids and sibilants as well as stops. 

a1) !ke ‘LA% consonnes postnasaliskes en Nouvelle Cal&donie’, n. 39 above. 
5’J) If One’8 t reti& standpoint allows one to extract from one’s data, for treatment 

at anathcr level, all features marking syllable boundaries, it is often quite easy to 
ieal statement in which the initial and final phoneme inventories are 

ie J. A, Henderson, ‘Prosodies in Siamese’, Asia Major, NS. 1, 
1949), or very neatly so. Hence it seems to me that David Thomas’s comment that 
Richard Watson’s ‘Pacoh’ is the ‘first reported MonXhmer language with no major 
tliffetences in inventory between initial and final consonant phonemes’ (see R. Watson, 
‘Pacoh phonemes’, Non-Khmer Studies I, 1964, and Thomas’s Introduction to the 
volume) has no relevance to typological comparative studies. Watson acitieves his 
near-symmetry by deciding to treat final T-u?] and [A?] as ‘word&al allophones’ of 
phonemes whose initial allophones are rbs and rds]. This procedure, while perfectly 
defensible from the point of view of a statement of the internal structure of Pacoh, 
would, if applied to other Man-Khmer fanguages, very frequently result in similarly 
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Problems of the interpretation of the phonetic data here centre upon 

stop, and upon such features as 

then are other final stop consonants, a final 
1 difficulty. since it wil;t behave like them as 

subsumed with them. Where there 
ver, the ques*tion may arise as to 

arded as the sclitar-r example in 
or whether lit is to be interpreted 
or tones with which it occurs. 

al constriction, weaker than that 
sents similar problems (when it has 

iars have chosen to regard it as an allophone 
Where there is a range of final 

lottal constriction of this kind may, unlike 
the full glottal stop3 be associated with tones other than those proper to 

bles ending irr final stops. Here the solution proposed has sometimes 
been to postulate 1 clusters of nasal -+- 2 etc., just as some scholars 
have wished to r d initial glottalized consonants as clusters with 
initial 3.j9) Similar interpretations have also been put forward of the 
final nasal or lateral plosion which is found as a stylistic or contextual 
variant of final consonants in some languages of the area, e.g. Mon, 
Khmer, Songkhla, and Stieng. For the purposes of this study, since such 
variants are not lexicaily contrastice they do not re uire separate plotting 
on the map. In Land Dayak, however, final nasal plosion does contrast 
lexically with a simple final nasal articulation (as in such pairs as [kanarjj 
‘posterior’, and [kanagg] ‘Straits robin’),B4) and is accordingly shown on 
the map with a special blacked-in section on the relevant square. 

The various tyPe_patterns and combinations of patterns are plotted on 
Nap 6, and should be readily followed with the key supplied. The 
following notes and comments may, however, be helpful: 

The marking for Southern Karen indicates a ‘partial’ or ‘debateable’ 

symmetrical, though different, inventories. From the typological point of view it 
seems bss mMcading to stick c;loser to the phonetic substance. 

“3 Khasi, which cannot by any reckoning be regarded as tonal, is interesting and 
unusual in that the finai consonants pronounced in most contexts as -p, -t, -c, -k are 
frequently pronounced a$ post-glottaked nasals in pre-pause position, viz. -m?, -n?, -112, 
-g?. Khasi is, however, here classified as having the type-pattern -p, -t, -c, -k, -?; 
-m, -n, gt, q. For comment upon the secondary character of final -k, see my paper 
to this co&vence, ‘Final -k in Khasi: a secondary phonological pattern*, ZPL S, I. 

M4) See N. C. Scott, ‘Nasal consonants in Land Dayak’ in : In Honour of’ Daniel Jo1te.c 
ed. D. Abercrombie et al., London, 1964. 
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type-pattern -?, since these languages may or may not be regarded as 
having a final consonantal -3 according to one’s interpretation of the 
relationship of the final glottal stop and tone. 

The shading of the Mandarin square is intended to indicate the presence 
in that language, which otherwise has final nasals only, of syllabic [r] in 
final position. 

Among the languages with naps 0~2y patterns, Gurun?: appears to 
have final -0 only, Gilbertese only final’ -m and +I. 

The type-pattern -p, -t, 4, (-3); -m, -II, -g indicates a final contrast 
between stops and rlasals. An interesting sub-type here would comprise 
those languages in which the?e is phonetic alternation between 4, and -3 
in some contexts. Note that SOITW scholars, like Haas and Egerod, use 
the symbols 4, -d: -e rather than -pi -t, 4 for he ha! unexploded stops 
of Tai languages. There is, however, no contrast between finai voiced 
and unvoiced stops in such languages. 

Alone among the languages plotted Atayat has contrastive final velar 
and.uvular stops. This is not specifically indicated by the hatching. 

The type-pattern -p, 4; -c, 4, (-3); -m, -n, -j2, -y, refers to languages 
in which there is a contrast between a final apico-dental (or, usually, 
alveolar) stop or nasal and a dorso-palatal one. Many scholars class 
Northern Vietnamese as of this type. The reasons I have not done so 
have been given elsewhere.s5) 

Marma appears to have an asymmetrical type-pattern which is a 
combination of types 2 and ? on the map, namely: -3, +I, -n, 0~. Miao, 
which is shown in the same way on the map, has a restricted final pattern 
in which the only contras.ing final consonantal articulations are the 
glottal stop and a nasal, either n or IJ depending on the p&ceding vowel. 
. Tibetan requires special comment. There are currently three different 
final consonant patterns here, -p, -t, 4, ?; -m, -n, -g; -r, -I for the spelling 
style; -p, 4, -3; -m, -g; -r for the reading style; and a much more 
restricted pattern, -p (and rarely 4); -m for the colloquial style?) 

A variety of patterns is described for the New Guinea languages, 
-p, -t, -k; -WI, -n, -y; -I for some ol‘ the Dani languages, and a somewhat 
erratic pattern for Yabem/Bukawac‘ : -p, -3; 4; -m (-n rare); -g. 

The position in New Caledonia is also mixed. Haudricourt reports a 

In a paper entitled ‘The articulation of final -rzh and -c/t in Vietnamese’ submitted 
to the 5th International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, Miinster, 1964, and to be 
published in the proceedings of the Conmss. 

a$) Infomtion by personal communication from R. K. Sprigg. , 
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series of final nasals for the northern group of languages whereas 
Houailou appears only to have final -3.57) 

The marking for Munda indicates that the general picture appears to be 
of the type -p, =t, -c, -k, (-3); -m, a, -=, -r/ with final liquid;;, but that 
Zide assumes an additional final voiced series, and apparemly, a final 
unchecked voiceless series distinct from the voiceless checkefi s~=ies. for 
Hindi loans in Santali. It is not clear to me, however, how far this 
assumption is based upon observations of pronunciation and how far 
upon the orthographic forms in Santali dictionaries and grammars.58) 

The special case of contrastive simple final nasals and final nasal 
plosion (perhaps the latter might in this context be thought of as an 
instance of final postnasalized plosives) in Land Dayak has already been 

mentioned. 

MAP 7 - ISOGLOSSE~ 

From the contemplation of maps l-6 one may discern the provisional 
outlines of a number of area1 isoglosses, a few of which it is attempted 
to show in map 7. ‘Aspiration : non-aspiration’ splits the area into two, 
and includes on one side roughly the whole North Indian linguistic area 
and the Sino-Tibetan area on the mainland, and on the other the South 
Indian languages and the languages of the Islands, with pockets of 
‘aspiration’ in the Pacific, and pockets of ‘non-aspir ion’ within Munda 
and in Assam. This isogloss overruns accepted lan age-family bound- 
aries, therefore, in that it includes the Sino-Tibetan, Indo-Aryan, 
Non-Khmer and most of the Munda languages within one large linguistic 
area. This area may be further subdivided by the voiced aspirate : voiceless 
aspirate isogloss, but here again, though we appear to succeed in sepa- 
rating a North Indian linguistic area from the larger one, we are left with 
pockets of ‘voiced aspirate’ languages in Rhadc, Lepcha, and Khasi, in 
the last two of which the feature may be regarded as an encroachment 
from tbc neighbouring North indian linguistic area. The apparently 
secondax_, development of a distinctive series of voiceless aspirates in 
widely separated locations in the Pacific area is particularly interesting. 

It is, of course, a commonplace that the ‘tone’ isogloss corresponds 
closely with the boundaries of what is generally accepted as the Sino- 

57) S. KasarhCrou, ‘Prosod&mes de la langue m&lan&ienne de Houailou’, BSL, 56, 
1961. 

38) See Zide, ‘Final stops in Korku and Santali’, cited above. 
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Tibetan family of languages, with extensions into some of the encircled 

Mon-Khmer languages and to Vietnamese on the eastern fringe of the 
mainland?) it is surely significant that disagreement as to which lan- 
guages of the area are tonal and which are not should centre upon iust . 

es and upon certain others (e.g. Limbu) on t 
borders of the Indian linguistic area. The outcrop of tone in both fringe 
areas, in New Guinea and New Caledonia on the one hand, and Panjabi 
(and possibly Korku) on the other, should be noted, while the typological 
affinity with tone languages outside the area, such as those of Africa and 
America, must not be forgotten. Of especial interest is the fact that in both 
Panjabi and New Guinea tone is linked to phonetic features associated 
with initial consonants, with aspiration in the former and with the voice : 

voiceless contrast in the latter. Similar linkage with initial consonant 
features is fairly widespread on the South East Asian mainland and is 
shown bly hr.tching on the map. The isogloss for such linkage delimits a 

fairly large slice of the mainland extending from Hakka and Cantonese 
through Miao, Yao and Rianglang southwards to Lao and Thai (central 
and south) and including Bwe Karen in Burma; there is then a leap to 
Tibetan, with Shan, Burmese, Chin, most of the Karen dialects, and 
Vietnamese excluded. As far as I know, no correlation between initial 
consonants and tone is eported for the tone languages of Afric;i and 
America. It may be noted that in attested ‘register languages like Khmer 
and Mon, and, according to CatfoTd, Javanese, there is always a link 
between register and initial consonant, though t e pattern may somethes 
be blurreld, as in Modern Mon, by loanwords. ‘Register’ appears also 
t:, be stateable for some of the contiguous tribal languages of South 
%etnam, Bahnar, Mnong, Brou, etc. It is noteworthy, however, that no 
regular correlation between initial consonants and tone can be stated for 
modern Vietnamese, though such a correlation may have existed in 
the past?) 

One of the most &,aracteristic features of the South East Asian main- 
land area is the incidlence of the so-called ‘preglo”ctalized’ consonants= 
6 and dare probably lthe most widespread, but preglottalized nasals and 
semivowels are also reported in some areas. We shall be concerned here 

50) Such a view is dependent, of court, upon the b&C that Vietnamese is an 
Austroasiatic language that has adopted t(:lne, rather than a Tai language with a 
puzzling number of Austroasiatic words in iI s everyday vocabulary. 

“O) See A. G. Haudricourt, ‘Sur l’origine de 5 tons en vietnamien’, .bwnaZ Asiutique, 

1954. 
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only with the plosives, an isogloss for whose occurrence, as far as can be 
determined from existing accounts, is &own on the map. The whole 
problem of the distribution of these sounds is bedevilled by the fact that 
one can often not be certain that the record is accurate. Many pl*-sive 
systems in the area are of the asymmetrical type, p, t, k; b, d, with nv g. 
Many such systems may, upon further investigation, turn out to be of the 
type p9 t, k; 6, 6. Others certainly are not so a?. the present time. The 
isodloss for languages exhibiting the type-pattern p, t, k; b, dY - which 
may in some cases represent more accurately p, t, k; 6, d, - is also shown 
on the map and will be found, significantly surely, to be by-and-large 
contiguous to the attested pregiottalized area proper, the area of test 
concentration being in the Indo-Chinese peninsula, with fingers reaching 
up towards Rianglang and Khasi. Karen and Central Chin represent 
pockets of p, t, k; 6, d or p, t, k; b, d languages in a relatively large area, 
represented by Burmese, Shan, Palaung and Kachin, which are either 
p, t, k; b, d, g ox p, t, k languages. Northern Chin appears to have ‘gone 
over’ to the typeqattern p, t, k; b, d, g, the g- forms in the language 
being cognate with r- forms in Central Chin and Lushai. Those who 
incline to the view that the p, t, k; b, d/6, d pattern is a Tai one which 
has spread to contiguous non-Tai languages must find some way to account 
for the fact that Khasi, entirely without contact with any extant Tai 
language or with other Mon-Khmer languages, is nevertheless of this 
type. Is Ahor assumed to be the link here, or is the Tai dissemination 

- theory one which will not hold water? The sporadic outcrop of p, t, k; b, d 
patterns recently reported from certain New Guinea langutges must also 
be taken into account. 

A striking feature of this preliminary investigation has been the 
seeming concentration of putative area1 characteristics in thti New Guinea 
group of languages and in the tribal languages of South Vietnam. In 
the present state of our studies it would be premature to speqk either of 
‘confluence’ or of ‘dissemination’ in this connection, but it may be help- 
ful to think in terms of ‘concentration areas’. Fuller investigation may 
well locate other such areas. The available date on the Miao languages, 
for example, and recent reports on the New Caledonian languages 
suggest that these may constitute two additional concentration areas, 

School of Oriental and Afrkan Studks, 
University of London 
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